
Note: This session is best done after C16, as then you can start by referring back to the conversations you had at 
the start of that session about gates, doorways and entrances. 

Sometime before doing this session, when you are out and about, point out some different car park entrances to 
your child and discuss their differences and purposes.

Back at home, look at the photos provided and talk about car park gates again, what they might be for (security 
and/or safety) and how they are used (e.g. we keep the gates at schools shut when children are inside in class so 
that we can play safely in the playground, but we open the gates at home time so that people with cars can park 
them when they come to collect their children). Talk about other times when we need to use car parks and the 
reasons. For example, parking at a railway station, shopping centre, supermarket or airport.

Look at the disabled parking sign, and ask your child if they know what it is for. Explain that there are special 
spaces saved close to the building for people who cannot walk very far, or who need to use wheelchairs, and so 
the spaces are larger to allow more room for getting in and out of the car easily. 

Show your child the felt background and call it the ‘Car Park’. Tell them that there is a problem with the car park 
– it doesn’t have any gates, so no vehicles can get in to park there.

Show your child how to build a gate on a surface in front of you (see smaller gate on image above). Talk about the 
procedure as you demonstrate the actions, for example: First we take two of these long strips to be the gateposts. 
We have to put them down near each other, and they must be straight, but we have to make a gap wide enough 
for a car to get through. Next we have to make the top of the gate. We can use a short strip and put it on top of 
the gateposts like this. Now we need to make the gate strong, so we have to support each of the gateposts. We 
can use these triangles for that. Now we’ve made a good strong gate, but is it big enough to get our car get 
through it? Take out the toy car and show your child that it fits through the gate by placing it between the 
gateposts. Take your gate away. 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

FROM YOUR FELT PACK:

 ‘The Car Park’ set up: A
background with parking
spaces marked with thin,
white rectangles and a
disabled spot labelled with
the cut-out provided, and
any other details you wish:

 Six thin red rectangles and
two pairs of triangles, all cut
from your felt sheets like in
the image top right, but to
also fit your car and lorry

 A small toy car and a larger
toy lorry or similar – in
appropriate sizes for your
pre-prepared felt strips

10–15 minutes

CAR PARK GATES

Your child can use a given procedure to construct car park gates, and for checking the height and width of those gates. 
Your child can work independently and make use of prompts to correct their own work.
Your child can distinguish between a tall, wide gate and a shorter, narrower one, and they can explain why the lorry needs a bigger gate.
Your child can talk about car parks, safety, security and disabled parking spaces.

To develop curiosity and creativity
To complete and transform a picture of car park gates by adding features
To use a given procedure for checking width and height 
To know about the world (car parks, safety, disabled parking spaces)
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Now ask your child to make the car park gate on the felt, big enough to let the car go into the car park and strong enough to stay up. Use questions to 
prompt them if they get stuck, or put your representation of the gate back out in front of them as a visual reminder. When they have finished, praise 
their strong, appropriately sized gate for the car.

Now take out the lorry, and ask them if that can go through the narrow gate that they just built into the car park. Talk about why it can’t, and have 
them check the relative sizes of the lorry and the gate for themselves. Ask them for their ideas on what they would need to do to make a gate that 
the lorry could use. Model how to make sure the gap is tall enough and wide enough by placing gate posts vertically on either side of the lorry, and 
explicitly noting that they are taller than the lorry. Add the top of the gate and the gatepost supports, as before, in the bigger sizes. Then take it apart.

Ask your child to use the lorry, as you have shown them, to add a tall and wide gate to their car park so the lorry can get in to park too. Ask them to 
put the tall, wide gate next to the narrow gate for the car. 

When they have finished encourage them to take pride in their car park, with its narrow gate for small cars and its wide gate for big lorries.

CAR PARK GATES – continued
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Your child may ask why two gates are needed, considering that the taller and wider one is large enough for cars too. If they don’t say anything about 
this, and you feel it’s appropriate for your child’s age and level of understanding of the world at this point, you could also initiate this conversation by 
asking them if they think that both gates are necessary. 

In response, discuss the reasons why a car park might have two differently sized gates. For example, to cope with demand but a larger gate or barrier 
is more expensive to build and operate so the second one can be smaller and just used for cars; maybe because there is different pricing for various 
vehicles to park and so they want to separate the vehicles as they enter the car park so they can each be charged correctly. Agree that in many cases, 
one tall and wide gate would indeed be enough for all types of vehicle. 
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Cut out the disabled sign and place it in the larger parking space on your felt background. 
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